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Illegal immigration levels drop but if Obama wants to find the truth he should check border security because those stats dont reflect what is really going on. Illegal immigration levels have dropped

drastically since 2008. They have not dropped because the Obama administration is actually enforcing existing laws, but because the economic stimulus package - a boon for cartels, they were
actually allowing illegal immigrants to get legal jobs. They are now being denied the chance to get legal jobs because not enough of Obama's fairy tales pan out. As for the border being secure, that is

a total lie too. Saying it is secure is like saying that the Atlanta airport is secure, it is being breached everyday. Illegal immigration levels drop but if Obama wants to find the truth he should check
border security because those stats dont reflect what is really going on. Illegal immigration levels have dropped drastically since 2008. They have not dropped because the Obama administration is

actually enforcing existing laws, but because the economic stimulus package - a boon for cartels, they were actually allowing illegal immigrants to get legal jobs. They are now being denied the
chance to get legal jobs because not enough of Obama's fairy tales pan out. As for the border being secure, that is a total lie too. Saying it is secure is like saying that the Atlanta airport is secure, it is

being breached everyday. The United States has the best border security in the world. Whether you want to believe it or not is up to you. From someone who has worked in the military and in
customs, that is a fact. Illegal immigration levels drop but if Obama wants to find the truth he should check border security because those stats dont reflect what is really going on. Illegal immigration

levels have dropped drastically since 2008. They have not dropped because the Obama administration is actually enforcing existing laws, but because the economic stimulus package - a boon for
cartels, they were actually allowing illegal immigrants to get legal jobs. They are now being denied the chance to get legal jobs because not enough of Obama's fairy tales pan out. As for the border

being secure, that
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